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Abstract
Active discussions have been conducted regarding implications and issues associatedwith Large Language
Models (LLMs) such as ChatGPT across various domains. One particular concern is the effect of machine-
generated texts, which include a new category in authorship attribution models: machine-generated text
resembling human text in topic and writing style. Differentiating human-vs-AI-written text in scientific
articles is crucial for several reasons. In this work, we approach this issue from a multi-authorship
perspective by investigating automatically generated abstracts. We propose a multimodal transformer
which combines handcrafted stylometric features with deep learning-based text features to perform
multi-author attribution. We demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach on a curated dataset of 1000
samples and discuss its explainability via the Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations (LIME)
framework.
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1. Introduction

Recent advancements in text-generative Large Language Models (LLMs) saw many research
directions and applications with machine-generated texts emerging, comprising summarisation,
information retrieval and data augmentation. Computer-aided day-to-day tasks have evolved
to use chat-based applications, providing the ability to summarise a large amount of content
and effective information extraction abilities [1, 2]. These developments sparked the discussion
of whether computer-assisted writing is accepted for scientific publications. For instance, a
user may prompt ChatGPT [3] to generate an abstract for a full text of their scientific paper
and then modify it accordingly. Alternatively, an editorial assistant could use ChatGPT to
generate the initial draft when creating a summary report for a journal issue. Publishing policy
guidelines1 might accept or reject generated texts to a certain degree. While some guidelines
allow using LLMs as a writing aid, using wholly generated and unedited text fragments is often
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forbidden. This makes the task of proper identification of generated texts, or text fragments
a crucial one. We can regard this as an multi-authorship problem, where the two classes of
authors involved: human co-authored text and LLM/chatbot aided human co-authored text.
We assume the LLM/chatbot-aided text carries distinguishable stylometric features compared
to the human-co-authored text portion in a considered document. Further, for simplicity, the
LLM/chatbot-aided text is a wholly generated and unedited text fragment in a known position
of the document.

Our main contributions are: using GPT 3.5 as a data augmentation mechanism to generate
abstracts; addressing the multi-authorship problem in scientific papers using a multimodal
transformer, combining stylometric and decoder-based text features; providing a corresponding
dataset and scripts; a novel explainability feature to the multimodal transformer using the
Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations (LIME) framework [4]; a case study to utilise
ChatGPT [3] as a data augmentation tool for scientific articles. The main research question
addressed in this work is how effectively an explainable multimodal transformer-based model
can identify ChatGPT-generated text.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 demonstrates a brief literature
survey. Section 3 outlines the proposed multimodal transformer model for ChatGPT text
identification. Section 4 describes the dataset. Section 5 elaborates on the experiment design
outline, focusing on the research question. Section 6 summarises the results and discussion
points. Section 7 outlines the limitations and future directions related to the research presented
in this paper. Finally, Section 8 discuss concluding remarks and future directions.

2. Related Works

Authorship attribution is identifying the author of an unknown text by comparing a corpus of
known authorship of candidate authors [5]. The approaches for the authorship attribution are
traditional stylometric [6, 7, 8] and deep learning-based [9, 10, 11]. The stylometric approaches
usually involve handcrafted feature extraction [6, 12, 8]. Ensemble models combining different
stylometric features with deep learning have been outperforming other state-of-the-art models
[13, 14].

Multi-authorship attribution addresses identifying authors or detecting cases where different
parts of a documentwerewritten by different authors [15, 16]. Approaches include co-authorship
graph-based authorship attribution [16]; others simply identify whether a given document is
multi-authored [17, 18, 19].

Several attempts in recent research are towards identifying human-vs-AI-created text [20, 21,
22, 23]. Authorship obfuscation with machine-generated text to impose/hide the original writing
style is discussed in the works of Jones et al. [24], Dehouche [25]. A pilot study on ChatGPT
text authorship has been reported by Landa-Blanco et al. [26]. With the recent advancements
of the LLMs and prompt-based text generation models, much research has focused on utilising
machine-generated text for human-vs-AI text detection [27, 28].

Multimodal transformers [29] combine a pre-trained transformer model output with additional
task-specific categorical or numerical features. Gu and Budhkar [29] provide different feature
combination methods involving feature concatenation, attention methods, gating mechanisms



and weighted feature summation.

3. Explainable Multi-Authorship Attribution

Limited dataset availability is ubiquitous in many human-vs-AI text attribution applications.
One mitigation approach would automatically synthesise machine-generated text with a natural
language-based generative model. Until the recent applications of such generative models can
generate human-like data, most recently, using chatbot APIs like ChatGPT [30], much research
has been initiated in formulating data augmentation strategies.

Similarly, as in Figure 1, we propose a scalable task-specific encoder-decoder-based experi-
mental pipeline with multimodal and explainable abilities. The Decoder LLM takes the original
data and uses an LLM-based generator model such as ChatGPT (used in this work) [3], BARD
[31] or PaLM [32] to return synthesised data, i.e. machine-aided text segments. Then according
to the desired task, the synthesised and original data are passed through a Data Merger to
generate the train-test-validation splits for training the model and test data form prediction
through an Explainer model such as LIME Explainer [4]. The Encoder Language Model (LLM) can
incorporate any appropriate LLM based on the intended task, such as a classifier for document
classification purposes. Then the attention output of the model is passed to the Explainer in con-
junction with the test data to obtain highlighted segments of the document which contributed to
the Encoder LLM result. We propose this model for a case study of a multi-authorship problem,
where a scientific document is multi-authored by a human or machine author if the original
writer prompted ChatGPT to generate the abstract.

For the simplicity of the experiments, we considered article 𝐷, written by two (machine-
generated+human) or one author’s category (human). Given a set of documents 𝐷 =
{𝐷1, 𝐷2, 𝐷3, ..} where 𝐷𝑖 consist of two sections 𝑆1 and 𝑆2 if multi-authored, which represent
sections with potential style changes, authored by either a human or an AI. Using multimodal
transformers [29], we concatenated stylometric features (n) and deep learning-based text features
(x) to obtain combined multimodal features (𝑚 = 𝑥||𝑛) to identify whether a given document 𝐷𝑖
is multi-authored.

4. Datasets

We used the arXiv dataset described in Cohan et al. [33] as the basis for our experiments. It
consists of long, structured documents collected from the arXiv and PubMed Open Access
repositories. This dataset contains articles and abstracts separated by the ‘\n’ character and
comprises 215,913 arXiv articles and 133,215 PubMed articles. Using zero-shot prompting, we
utilised the ChatGPT 3.5 API [30] to generate abstracts for 500 out of 1,000 randomly selected
arXiv articles set from the subset mentioned above. The GPT-3.5 Turbo Language Model was
utilised to generate abstracts from the selected scientific papers, truncating approximately 2500
words and with 0.7 temperature settings for controlled randomness.

The resulting ChatGPT-Aided Papers dataset consists of combined 500 synthesised (ChatGPT
abstract + original text) and 500 original articles (original abstract + original text) under two
categories denoting multi-authored and single-authored, respectively. Each data item in our



Figure 1: Proposed task-specific encoder-decoder-based experimental pipeline: Decoder LLM, Encoder
LLM, and Explainer models

dataset comprises nine fields: article, labels and seven stylometric features per each article:
Average Word Length, Average Sentence Length by Characters, Average Sentence Length By
Word, Average Syllable per Word, Special Character Count, Punctuation Count, Functional
Words Count. A further comparison of datasets is available in Table 1, comparing the document
length, sentence length, and vocabulary size of the original papers and the ChatGPT-aided
papers.

Table 1
Dataset Statistics . Both Original Papers and ChatGPT-Aided Papers contains 500 documents. Document
Length, Sentence Length, and Vocabulary Size are calculated per average, and counts are in terms of
words

Dataset Document Length Sentence Length Vocabulary Size

Original Papers [33] 6625.40 26.35 1163.68
ChatGPT-Aided Papers (Proposed) 6785.68 26.12 1170.20

As illustrated in Figure 1, the Data Merger performs the data augmentation by combining the
synthesised and original data to suit the desired task. In our considered case study on the multi-
author identification in machine-aided scientific paper writeups, we concatenated 500 ChatGPT
abstracts with full paper text to create computer-aided scientific writeups. This synthesised
data reflects a scenario where an author requests ChatGPT to summarise the entire paper for
writing an abstract. To obtain the human-written documents, we combined the remaining 500



human-written abstracts with respective full paper text, resulting in a dataset comprising 1000
articles in a uniform distribution across classes (Original Papers and ChatGPT-Aided Papers),
including the computer-aided and original text.

5. Experiment Design

Several experiments were designed to validate the model performance as follows:

1. An ablation study with authorship features was performed;
2. A multimodal transformer with text and authorship features was applied;
3. LIME explainer (see below) was utilised to interpret results;
4. Results were analysed and compared to state-of-the-art (SOTA) models.

In our study, we calculated several handcrafted stylometric features: Average word
length (AWL), average sentence length by word (ASW), and functional word counts (CFW) per
each document2. These features were then concatenated with the text features and passed to a
multimodal transformer[29] to perform the authorship attribution task. To evaluate the feature
significance, an ablation study was conducted. The main experiment flow is about effectively
using a multimodal transformer [29] for multi-authorship problems and explaining the model
output. We conducted the experiments to compare a BERT model specific for sequence classifi-
cation [34] with the proposed multimodal transformer and the effect of each aforementioned
stylometric feature on the proposed model. Then, we present the LIME Explainer [4] result
for a scientific paper text where the abstract was entirely written by prompting ChatGPT. To
compare the proposed model with existing models and baselines, we utilised different baseline
models such as word-level TF-IDF [9], character n-gram [9], Stylometric features [35] on the
ChatGPT-Aided Papers dataset.

We performed hyper-parameter tuning to identify the best model parameters with the
converging loss. The proposed model was trained with Adam optimiser, with a 0.5 dropout rate,
a 16 batch size, 0.000001 learning rate, 0.000001 epsilon, 0.2 warm-up proportion, and five train
epochs maximum 512 token length. To ensure the reprehensibility of the presented research,
we release the code-base3 and the dataset4.

6. Results and Discussion

The results of the experiments are illustrated in Table 2, showcasing that the proposed multi-
modal transformer-based model outperforms the BERT (Sentence Classification) model, which
only utilises text features. The proposed model demonstrates superior performance in terms of
accuracy and F1 of 0.93, which is nearly 50% than the BERT model. This improvement could
be due to stylometric features - Average Word Length (AWL), Average Sentence Length By
Word (ASW), and Count Functional Words (CFW), which were combined with text features.

2The application of all 7 features mentioned before resulted in overfitting.
3Code-base - https://github.com/Kaniz92/Multimodal-ChatGPT-AA. We used Simple Transformers as the boilerplate
for the implementation [36].

4https://huggingface.co/datasets/Authorship/ChatGPT_Aided_Papers

https://github.com/Kaniz92/Multimodal-ChatGPT-AA
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We conducted an ablation study by systematically removing each feature and evaluating the
performance to gain insights into the contribution of different stylometric features. Table 2
presents the results obtained from this study. The similar decrease in performance, resulting in
an accuracy of 0.94 when removing each feature, indicates that all three features contribute
equally to the model’s performance.

Table 2
Multimodal Transformer (MMT)-based results on concatenating stylometric features and text features:
AWL – Average Word Length, ASW – Average Sentence Length By Word, CFW – Count Functional
Words, BERT – BertForSequenceClassification Model

Model Accuracy F1 Precision Recall

BERT [34] 0.55 0.52 0.57 0.56
Stylometric [35] 0.47 0.43 0.46 0.47
Character Ngram [9] 0.57 0.56 0.57 0.57
Word level TF-IDF [9] 0.52 0.51 0.52 0.52

MMT (BERT) + Stylometric (AWL + ASW + CFW) 0.98 0.97 0.98 0.98
MMT (BERT) + Stylometric (AWL + ASW + CFW) - CFW 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94
MMT (BERT) + Stylometric (AWL + ASW + CFW) - ASW 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94
MMT (BERT) + Stylometric (AWL + ASW + CFW) - AWL 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94

Figure 2 presents the LIME Explainer results for a sample full paper text, where the initial
text is annotated. The significance of each most relevant word is depicted through bar charts
in Figure 2b and Figure 2c, which indicate the assigned importance for the proposed model’s
output. The colour scheme in the figures assigns blue to Figure 2a and red to Figures 2a and 2b,
indicating the words that majorly influence the model’s decision within each class. The LIME
Explainer results provide a deeper understanding of the model’s decision-making process and
highlight the most specific words which play a crucial role in the model’s predictions.

As shown in Table 2, the proposed model demonstrates a superior performance with an
accuracy of 0.98, outperforming BERT, Stylometric, Character Ngram, and Word level TF-
IDF accuracies of 0.55, 0.47, 0.57, and 0.52, respectively. These results prove the proposed
model’s effectiveness in multi-authorship identification problems in scientific articles with
ChatGPT-aided abstracts.

7. Limitations and Future Directions

Our work is limited by the use of ChatGPT 3.5 and its limitations. Research on LLMs is a rapidly
developing field that has seen the introduction of more advanced commercial models such
as GPT 4 [37] and BARD [31] and further open-source language models. Hence, future work
should focus on applying our task to other available LLMs or encoders/decoders (such as VAEs
and Diffusion models) to provide us with more robust insights. Furthermore, policies on using
LLMs may allow them as writing aid where authors manually proofread and edit a generated
text; such hybrid texts should not necessarily be flagged as “generated”.

Further, Due to the token limitation in the ChatGPT API, we considered the first 2500 words



(a) Annotated Text from LIME Explainer

(b) ChatGPT-Aided Paper Example
(ChatGPT abstract + full paper)

(c) Original Paper Example
(Original abstract + full paper)

Figure 2: LIME Explainer results for a sample full paper with ChatGPT-written abstract

of each paper as crucial for an abstract generation. The future directions for this research are
exploring other explainability models, calculating machine-aided text percentage and analysing
other scientific paper sections aided by generator models.

8. Conclusion

This paper proposes an encoder-decoder LLMs-based framework for multi-author identification
tasks, where machine-generation text identification is intended. We considered a scenario
of multi-authorship attribution with machine-aided text and original text. According to the
experimental results, the multimodal transformer model combines stylometric features and text
features to outperform the BERT model and other ablation studies. The study demonstrates the
effectiveness of handcrafted stylometric features. Applying the BERT model and the stylometric
features alone provides relatively poor results. Only their combination achieves a significant
performance boost. These exciting observations show that both approaches make classification
errors, but different ones that are ironed out when combined.
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